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At Absolute Image we deliver exceptional, exciting image consultancy training experiences with passion and
personality all of the time, every time.

As the image industry continues to develop at an increasing pace in new and exciting directions our passion,
enthusiasm and integrity ensure you remain at the forefront of the industry.

I recognise choosing a trainer that’s right for you is a big decision. For me it was important my training provider
was not only accredited by the Federation of Image Professionals International but I was comfortable with the
trainer and it provided me with the right environment to suit my learning style and personality.

For this very reason we run regular chats over co�ee events so you have the opportunity to meet us and to
view our studio and materials �rst hand – we feel this is the best way to ensure our courses are right for you.  

Not one for formality or being “told what to do” we’ve developed our training so instead of telling you what you
should do we show you what you could do.  We understand everyone is unique and our courses will empower
and inspire you by creating the best learning environment in which you will �ourish.

The learning experience with Absolute Image is di�erent to others – we don’t provide text book learning, we
will teach you how to work with real people ensuring your clients get the most from their consultations. 
We don’t do rules, we provide you with the freedom to apply principles and understanding.  We do open,
relaxed motivational and encouraging.  

Welcome 
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        There are few things in life as exciting and rewarding as sharing my knowledge and experience with people, seeing their reactions, the progress they make

and the positive impact it has on their lives. Empowering people to look and feel great about themselves and helping them achieve their goals are huge

motivators for me and constant reminders of why I love this business.

Lorraine Iles - Director & Image Consultant | FIPI President 



The Federation of Image Professionals International (FIPI) is the only UK governing body for the image industry.  FIPI set the standards
and assess image professionals taking the FIPI/City & Guilds joint Masters award in Image Consultancy, the recognised professional
quali�cation for the industry.

Absolute Image is an Accredited Training Provider (ATP) of the Federation of Image Professionals International.

Our foundation training courses cover all competencies for the quali�cation and are designed and delivered to prepare you to
successfully achieve the award.  Our training manuals, materials, venue and trainers are all subject to bi-annual audits by FIPI to
ensure consistent quality and high standards are maintained.

We encourage you to join the Federation of Image Professionals International and we pay 50% of your FIPI joining fee and �rst year’s
membership.

Further information regarding FIPI is provided on our Foundation Training Course Modules.  

About FIPI
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Our comprehensive foundation training courses have been designed to encourage, inspire and excite learning and with a highly professional and
personal studio environment we provide you with the best possible opportunity to pass and successfully set up your own professional image business. 

Our detailed and practical training courses are designed to meet your needs rather than a ‘mass market’ approach teaching you how to ensure your
consultations are personal, not text-book.

Our training courses are exciting, fun and the strong practical content of our training is entirely appropriate for such a hands-on profession as Image
Consultancy.  You will get the opportunity to practice on other students and on ‘unseen’ models brought in from outside – a situation which is a
much closer experience to real client consultations. By experiencing what it’s like to have a personal colour and style consultation you are not only
well equipped to walk the walk and talk the talk, it will also enable you to draw greater empathy with your clients.

In addition to the studio sessions the home practice period provides you with plenty of opportunity to complete the module homework, practise
independently, then come back to share experiences, ask questions and debate the various challenges you faced with fellow students. The courses
are fully comprehensive and designed to give you the skills and knowledge to succeed as a fully quali�ed consultant in an ever changing industry.

We provide foundation training courses in the four core modules of image consultancy and additional training courses including wardrobe
management, personal shopping, business and marketing, and a  personal stylist course.

Courses are held throughout the year with a minimum of 2 and maximum of 4 students in each allowing for optimal bene�t from personal tuition
and interaction. Courses run from 9.30am to 4.30pm with an hour for lunch.

If you wish to revise speci�c modules or undertake further study in any area we can tailor make courses to meet your particular needs. Courses are
priced accordingly.

One-to-one training can be arranged for overseas students and individuals who prefer to learn on their own, or require a shorter time-scale.

About Our Training Courses
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Colour Analysis
You will learn how to conduct a full colour analysis consultation showing your clients how to use colour successfully in their clothing and accessories and how to
wear colour with con�dence.  

Make-Up Application
You will learn how to select appropriate skincare products for your clients teaching them how to apply skin care products and how to apply make-up to enhance

their colouring, teaching them application techniques while observing the rules of hygiene.

Women’s Image and Style 
You will learn how to conduct a full image and style consultation showing clients how to balance, enhance and correct their shape and how to match their wardrobe

to their personality and lifestyle. 

Men’s Image and Style
You will learn how to conduct a full image and style consultation showing clients how to create and update their look using practical techniques and solutions.

Our Core Foundation Modules
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10 Day Intensive

Image Consultancy Training

Course Price - £3,30007 

Our foundation training is o�ered as either a 10 day intensive training course run over two weeks with

a 2 – 4 week break between where you complete the home practice programme or as a modular option.

 The 10 day intensive foundation training course comprehensively covers the four core modules of

image consultancy, wardrobe management and includes an additional days training in personal shopping

(making a total of 11 days).

 The modular option comprehensively covers the content of the 10 day intensive training course
but may be booked and paid for as separate modules without any time restriction.

Course Programme

Week 1

• Day 1 – 2    Colour Analysis 

• Day 3          Make-up Application   

• Day 4 – 5    Image & style for women

A two to four week break to allow
students to complete the home
practice programme

The course programme, equipment and course fees included on the 11 day training course are as

detailed in each of the training modules.

Week 2

• Day 6  Practical assessment – colour analysis

• Day 7  Practical assessment – make-up application (am). 

                     Wardrobe Management training module (pm)

• Day 8  Practical assessment - image & style for women 

• Day 9  Image & Style for men

• Day  10  Practical assessment – image & style for men  

• Day  11  Personal shopping – shop till you drop –

                     ‘putting it into practice’  
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3 Day Foundation Training

Colour Analysis
We believe colour analysis is the foundation to client’s achieving a great look.  Wearing the right
colours in their clothing makes a big di�erence to a client’s wardrobe and their self-esteem.

On completion of the training you will have the knowledge and practical skills to conduct a full colour
analysis consultation showing clients what shades of colour, accessories and hair colour really enhance
their natural looks, teaching them how to use colour successfully in their clothing and accessories and
how to build a colour co-ordinated wardrobe. 

The foundation training module in colour analysis is delivered over 2 days followed by a home practice
period.  Day 3 of the training module is a practical assessment with at least two models in a supervised
environment.

Course Programme – Colour Analysis

• Client assessment needs

• Creating the right environment

• Introduction to colour analysis

• The theory of colour analysis

• The Seasonal method of colour analysis

• The tonal method of colour analysis

• Equipment: the colour drapes and portfolios

• Conducting a colour analysis consultation

Equipment included:

• 6 directional colour capes

• Cover gown

• Head band

• Colour spectrum

• 4 women’s colour and cosmetic portfolios

• Analysing a clients colour characteristics

• Conducting a personal colour rating including
   rescuing un�attering colours, creating a variety
   of looks using di�erent colour combinations

• Advise on hair colour and make-up

• Advise on fabric and its relevance to colour analysis

• Advise on accessories 

• Men’s colour analysis
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The fee includes:

• 2 days training, home practice period and 1 day practical assessment

• Comprehensive training manual

• Personal skincare and make-up tuition

• Certi�cate of competence on completion of the 2 days training, home practice
   period and 1 day practical assessment

• Refreshments including lunch

• Ongoing support through the Absolute Image mentoring programme

Optional Additional Equipment:

Full set of 124 colour drapes, set of drape labels,
set of drape clips and 3 table top stands
available from Absolute Image – cost £545.00



Course Programme

• Client assessment needs

• Creating the right environment

• Equipment: Applicators, portfolio’s and personal skincare/cosmetics guide

• Rules of hygiene

• Introduction to Nutrimetics

• Selecting appropriate skincare products for your client

• Creating a skin care routine for your client

• Learn how to cleanse, tone and moisturise the client’s skin

• Teaching the client how to apply skin care products

• Assessing the clients colour characteristics, face shape and features

• Selecting appropriate make-up for the client

• Applying the make-up on the client

• Teaching the client how to apply the make-up

• Creating illusions with coloured cosmetics

1½ Days Foundation Training

Make-up Application
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It is as important for clients to wear the right colour cosmetics on their face as it is to wear them on their
body.  The whole picture your clients are striving to present can be ruined if coloured cosmetics are
not carefully selected.  What you are aiming for is harmony, so having established your clients colour
characteristics, it becomes easy to recommend a personalised cosmetic palette.

On completion of the training you will have the knowledge and practical skills to conduct a full skin
care and make-up consultation selecting appropriate skincare products for your clients and teaching
them how to apply make-up to enhance their colouring while demonstrating application techniques.

The foundation training module in make-up application is delivered over 1 day and is followed by a
half day practical assessment with a model in a supervised environment.



Course Price - £450

Equipment included:

• 4 Women’s make-up portfolio’s

Optional Additional Equipment:

• An Image Consultants professional make-up kit is available from Nutrimetics. 
   The kit contains all the cosmetics required for conducting a make-up consultation – cost £500.

The fee includes:

• 1 day training, home practice period and ½ day practical assessment

• Comprehensive training manual

• Personal skincare and make-up tuition

• Certi�cate of competence on completion of the 1 day training, home practice
   period and ½ day practical assessment

• Refreshments including lunch

• Ongoing support through the Absolute Image mentoring programme
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3 Day Foundation Training

Image & Style for Women 
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For many women �nding a style that’s their own can be a challenge.

On completion of the training you will have the knowledge and practical skills to conduct a full image
and style consultation empowering your clients to embrace their bodies and teach them how to select
the most �attering styles of clothing and accessories to complete their look while re�ecting their
lifestyle, personality.

The foundation training module in Image and Style for women is delivered over 2 days followed by a home
practice period.  Day 3 of the training module is a practical assessment with at least two models in a
supervised environment.

Course Programme

• Client assessment needs

• Creating the right environment

• Introduction to women’s image and style

• Equipment: Style drapes, personality cards and portfolio’s 

• The theory of image and style

• Analysing the clients face shape, scale and proportion

• Analysing the clients body line, scale and proportion

• Recommending appropriate hairstyles, jewellery, glasses, necklines and hats relevant to the
   clients face shape, scale and proportion 

• Recommending appropriate clothing designs and details, fabrics weaves, textures, weights and
   patterns and the use of colour relevant to the clients body line, scale and proportion

• Recommending appropriate accessories for the client

• Recommending appropriate underwear for the client

• Quality construction and proper �t

• Taking the correct measurements

• Image breakers



Course Price - £900

Equipment:

• Set of style drapes (includes 4 necklines, 1 jacket and 1 illusion drape)

• Set of style personality pro�les

• 4 women’s image and style portfolios

The fee includes:

• 2 days training, home practice period and 1 day practical assessment

• Comprehensive training manual

• Personal image and style assessment (including personal image and style portfolio)

• Certi�cate of competence on completion of the 2 days training, home practice period
   and 1 day practical assessment

• Refreshments including lunch

• Ongoing support through the Absolute Image mentoring programme
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2 Days Foundation Training

Image & Style for Men
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In recent years we have seen a big increase in the number of men seeking personal image and
style advice. On completion of the training you will have the knowledge and practical skills to
conduct a full image  and style consultation o�ering your clients practical style advice enabling
them to select with ease the right clothing and accessories which best enhance their physique
while re�ecting their lifestyle and personality.

The foundation training module in Image and Style for men is delivered over 1 day and is followed by a
1 day practical assessment with a model in a supervised environment.

Course Programme

• Client assessment needs

• Creating the right environment

• Introduction to men’s image and style

• Equipment: Style drapes and portfolio’s 

• The theory of image and style

• Analysing the clients face shape, scale and proportion

• Analysing the clients body line, scale and proportion

• Recommending appropriate hairstyles, jewellery, glasses, necklines and hats relevant to the clients face
   shape, line, scale and proportion 

• Recommending appropriate clothing designs and details, fabrics weaves, textures, weights and pattern
    and the use of colour relevant to the clients body line, scale and proportion

• Recommending appropriate accessories for the client

• Basic business wardrobe

• Basic casual wardrobe

• Quality construction and proper �t

• Wardrobe planner

• Image breakers



Course Price - £600

Equipment:
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• 4 Men’s image and style portfolios

The fee includes:

• 1 day training and 1 day practical assessment

• Comprehensive training manual

• Certi�cate of competence on completion of the 1 day training, home practice period
   and 1 day practical assessment

• Refreshments including lunch

• Ongoing support through the Absolute Image mentoring programme
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½ day

Wardrobe Management

Course Price - £150

Research tells us we wear only 20% of our clothes 80% of the time, wearing out our favourite items
and taking up valuable storage space with the rest.  Open any client’s wardrobe and you are faced
with a cornucopia of garments in di�erent styles, colours, shapes and sizes, many of which have not
been worn for at least a year and will probably never be worn again. They are all expensive mistakes.

On completion of the training you will have the knowledge and practical skills to conduct a full
wardrobe management consultation creating a wardrobe that excites your client by sorting the
items which look fabulous, identifying gaps in their wardrobe and showing them how to combine
clothes and accessories with ease to create new looks.

The training module in Wardrobe Management is delivered over ½ a day.

Course Programme

• Client assessment needs

• Creating the right environment

• Introduction to wardrobe management

• Lifestyle and wardrobe charts

• The wardrobe workout

• The wardrobe weed

• Mix, match and multiply

• Wardrobe tips

Equipment:

• 4 Women’s wardrobe management portfolios

The fee includes:

• ½ day training 

• Comprehensive training manual

• Certi�cate of competence on completion of the
   1 day training course

• Refreshments including lunch

• Ongoing support through the Absolute Image
   mentoring programme
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1 Day

Personal Shopping 

Course Price - £300

For many shopping for new out�ts is a nightmare. Despite best intentions clients often return home
empty handed, feeling disappointed and continue to wear the same tired clothing because it’s easy.
Others panic buy items which they then don’t wear (or return).  Buying clothes should be a pleasure,
so why is it people often get it wrong?

On completion of the training you will have the knowledge and skills to advise your clients on what
to buy to compliment their body shape, personality, lifestyle and budget.  You will show clients
how to shop saving time and money ensuring they don’t purchase any more expensive mistakes!

The 1 day practical training course is spent in a shopping centre and allows you to implement your
new skills.

Course Programme

• Budgeting

• The do’s and don’ts of personal shopping

• Successful shopping

• Shop till you drop ~ ‘putting the theory into practice’

The fee includes:

• 1 day training 

• Comprehensive training manual

• Certi�cate of competence on completion of the 1 day training course

• Refreshments including lunch

• Ongoing support through the Absolute Image mentoring programme
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5 Day

Personal Styling Training 
The 5 day personal stylist training course is designed is for the female market and teaches you
how to set up and successfully run your own personal styling business. The course is based on the
FIPI accredited foundation modules but does not cover all the competencies required by FIPI/City
and Guilds for the Masters Award in Image Consultancy.

On completion of the training course you will have the knowledge and skills to analyse your clients
colour characteristic, bodyline, scale, proportions and style personality enabling you to work
e�ectively with your clients existing wardrobe and shop for a new out�ts.

The personal stylist training course is delivered over 5 days.

Course Programme

• Client assessment needs

• Creating the right environment

Colour Direction

• Introduction to colour analysis

• The seasonal method of colour analysis

• Equipment: the colour drapes and portfolios

• Colour Direction – analysing a clients colour characteristics

• Advise on hair colour and coloured cosmetics

• Advise on accessories 

Women’s Image & Style

• Introduction to women’s image and style

• Equipment: Style drapes, personality cards and portfolio’s 

• Analysing the clients body line, scale and proportion

• Enhancing and minimising

• Recommending appropriate accessories for the client



Course Price - £1,500

Wardrobe Management

• Lifestyle Chart

• The wardrobe workout

• Wardrobe weed

• Wardrobe Dressing – mix, match and multiply

• Wardrobe Tips

Personal Shopping

• Budgeting

• The do’s and don’ts of personal shopping

• Successful shopping

• Shop till you drop ~ ‘putting it into practice’

Building and Marketing your Business

• Understanding your strengths and weaknesses

• What are your goals?

• Who are your clients?

• Major opportunities

• Who are your competitors/what are the threats?

• Making it happen

• Marketing your business

• Managing your �nances

• Keeping ahead in the industry

Equipment:

• Colour direction drapes

• Cover gown

• Head band

• Colour spectrum

• Set of style drapes (includes 6 necklines,
  1 jacket and 1 illusion drape)

• Set of style personality pro�les

The fee includes:

• 5 days training 

• Comprehensive training manual

• Certi�cate of competence on completion of
   the 5 day training course

• Refreshments including lunch

• Ongoing support through the Absolute Image
    mentoring programme 
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1 Day

Building & Marketing
Your Business
While it’s exciting and great fun to be sharing your new skills with clients taking time to plan your
business will ensure its success.  In addition to sharing with you the essential steps to building a
successful, lucrative business we will show you how to market yourself and your business ensuring
your services are in constant demand.

On completion of the training course you will have the knowledge and skills to set up and
successfully run and market your Image business with con�dence. 

A 1 day course designed to help you plan, build and market your business.  

Course Programme

• Understanding your strengths and weaknesses

• What are your goals?

• Who are your clients?

• Major opportunities

• Who are your competitors/what are the threats?

• Making it happen

• Marketing your business

• Managing your �nances

• Keeping ahead in the industry

Course Price - £300



Absolute Image provides ongoing support and a free 12 mentoring programme to all students.  Your programme will be tailored to suit you and will range from
weekly phone support through to giving business advice and guidance on consultations, workshops, presentations and any other related business. 
 
In addition to the mentoring programme you will have the opportunity if you wish to gain a web presence through listing your business on the “Find a consultant”
page of the Absolute Image website and to purchase an Absolute Image trading license enabling you to trade under the Absolute Image brand.

Absolute Image Mentoring Programme

On successful completion of your training you are invited to join the Absolute Image Association, a vibrant and supportive network of trained consultants who are as
keen to help you and your business as they are to develop their own. We recognise that our strength comes from working together and supporting each other.
You never know when you may need a friendly helping hand.

Several networking events are run annually giving you the opportunity to network with fellow consultants while inspiring guest speakers from within the image
industry are invited to share their knowledge and experience with you.

Absolute Image Association

Absolute Image holds regular chats over co�ee events where you are invited to meet us and view our studio and materials �rst hand.  As a perspective student you
are also welcome to attend an association networking event.  Both events give you the opportunity to experience Absolute Image “live”.  

For further information regarding our chats over co�ee events and association events please call 01306 881003 or e-mail us at info@absoluteimage-uk.com.

Choosing the Right Course For You
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Deposits:
A non-refundable deposit of 10% of the course fee will reserve your place on the appropriate course.  In the event of cancellation or postponement, your booking
may be transferred to a later course within 12 months of the original date.  

Full Payment:  
Full payment or balance of the course fee must be paid no later than 14 days before the course start date.   A discount of 10% (£360) will be given on the course fee
where the 10 day intensive foundation training course is booked and paid for in full 30 days prior to the training commencing.   A discount of 5% will be given on each
individual core training module where it is booked and paid for in full 30 days prior to the training commencing. Payment by 3 monthly instalments is available.
Please contact us for further information. Payments can be made by bank transfer, PayPal, cash or cheque.  Please note we cannot accept payment by credit card.

Cancellation: 
Refunds (apart from non-refundable deposits) will only be given where notice is received more than 30 days before the course commences.  
50% of the refundable element will be given for cancellations received 15-30 days before the course commences.  No refunds will be given for cancellations
received 14 days or less before the course commences.   Requests for postponement can only be accepted where they are received 31 days or more before the
start date of the course and in such circumstances the whole of the course fee is transferable to an alternative date within one year and is not refundable.
Absolute Image reserves the right to cancel a course or module at any time.  A full refund or alternative dates will be o�ered. We are happy to �ex both the timetable
and days of the course to suit speci�c needs of the group.  We will of course discuss and agree any such changes with all participants. If only one person is booked
on a course or module they will be o�ered the option of postponement or 1:1 training at the same rate.

Privacy Statement: 
Any data you provide to Absolute Image will be used only in relation to your enquiry or course application and will not be passed to any other company for any purpose.

Satisfaction Policy: 
On completion of the training course trainees are invited to complete a feedback form.  If a course module is marked as unsatisfactory on the feedback form the
student will be contacted by Absolute Image within 5 working days to discuss and resolve any issues.

Absolute Image Terms & Conditions
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